Abstract
Introduction
With the fast development of multimedia processing and mobile network communication technology recently, it becomes more and more efficient to share content in multimedia social network. Concerned about security and privacy, content owners usually protect their content with digital fingerprinting [1] . There are other measures such as image encryption, image hash, copy detection, and information hiding to protect multimedia content from illegal use. Encryption schemes of multimedia have been proposed in many articles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ，in most of these paper, the chaotic map was generalized to design secure encryption schemes, which thereby significantly increased the resistance to misuse of multimedia. Encryption [41-43] may ensure secure multimedia transmission through communication networks; however, if the encrypted content is decrypted, there are no other ways to protect content anymore. But copy detection techniques may be used to provide copyright protection successively.
Multimedia copy detection, which could apply to multimedia content circulated, is critical to preventing copyright violations and enforcing intellectual property rights (IPR) . If the similar image, which is suspected as the illegal distributed copy, is being illegally shared in multimedia social network, the owner can query the copy detection system.
Related Works
Considered about the possible collusion attack scenario, the owner has to embed fingerprints into original multimedia content, the fingerprint should be secure against collusion attacks. With collusion attack a set of users can generate a colluded version in order to disturb their fingerprint information, which makes the server fail to trace traitor [32] . In [35] , Kiyavash et al. proved that order statistic collusion attack can minimize the probability of success of the detector. Zhao et al. [36] analyzed a number of collusion attack and show their effect. In order to resist collusion attack, some digital fingerprinting technologies are proposed in [33] . Cha et al. addressed a fingerprinting system which is based on MC-CDMA, and the performance resisting time-varying collusion attack is analyzed in [34] .
Fingerprinting code technologies, used by many researchers, may try to improve performance of fingerprinting system. The c-secure fingerprint code is secure against collusion attack of c pirates with ε-error [22] [23] [24] . In [25, 26, 31] , a short random fingerprint code has been addressed. The rapid development of telecommunication systems makes multimedia distribution in social networks very easy. Users usually share multimedia content in social network [28] [29] [30] [31] . In the meantime, the increase of unauthorized use will happen because of this ease of sharing. In order to maximize their own payoff, and minimize the risk of being traced, they communicate with each other to generate the colluded copy. The paper [37] collectively addresses security and broadcast efficiency for network-centric entertainment systems of educational medical videos. Lian SG et al. proposed a combined scheme include watermarking, encryption, fingerprinting, and encoding, to distribute multimedia content via network and protect data from illegal use in [38] .
In this paper, we aim to resist average collusion attack. Different from these related works, the multimedia fingerprinting focuses on that some users in digital system may only need the lower resolution copy of original high-valued super resolution image and the social relationships of these users, our fingerprinted multimedia distribution based on users' social network, which is inspired by the coalition occurred in social network community with high probability. Multimedia content distribution aims at efficiently and effectively deterring the illegal collusion of traitors belonging to social network communities.
Analysis of Social Networks
Social networks can be social relationship network in which a set of entities interact with each other. In colluders' social networks, a group of traitors, who club together to perform collusion attack, wish to destroy fingerprinting system. Social network analysis mainly analyzes the social relationships between members. Graph can be used model social network. The nodes in graph are the members in social network, while the links in graph show social relationships between the members in social network. Social network analysis can provide a mathematical analysis of human social relationships. Many mathematical methods, especially graph theories, are available to measure networks. We will also show how to use these graph metrics to analysize colluders' social networks for fingerprinted multimedia distribution. In this paper, we focus on colluders' collaboration relationship, which is inspired by the collaboration network of film actors, networks of coauthorship among academics, and terrorist networks.
Given the graph G = (V, E). The elements of V≡ {v 1 , v 2 , … , v n } are the nodes of the graph G，while the elements of E ≡ {e 1 ，e 2 , … , e n } are its links (or edges). A graph
G′=(V′, E′) is a subgraph of G = (V, E) when V′  V and E′  E. δ(v i )
denotes the degree of a node v i which can be represented by the number of neighbors of the node. Assume A is the adjacency matrix of graph G, we have
Community is one of important properties for social network. The subgroups are used to name communities in this paper. Community detection means the decomposition of a set of actors into just different subgroups. In the following, we will discuss community structures within a social network.
In general, entities have a high density of edges within community; on the contrary, the number of edges between groups is less. Communities based on numerous ties require that their members have ties to many others within them. Some cohesive community Given a graph G = (V, E) with N nodes, the algorithms for community detection can be regarded as finding a partition P C = {C 1 , C 2 , … , C c } if the following quantifications
are true. where C i ( i = 1, 2, … , c ) is subset of V, c is the number of communities of a social network. In order to evaluate with which communities are found in social networks, Newman and Girvan [39] used the modularity Q to measure the performance of the community detection algorithms:
For the total weights of all edges in whole social, considered community i, e ii is the fraction of weights of edges within the community, and a i is the fraction of weights of edges connecting the community with other communities. The edge weight equals 1 if the graph of the complex network is unweighted.
Proposed Fingerprinted Multimedia Distribution Scheme
The tiny geometric transform to the original high resolution image does not significantly affect the perceived quality. In this research, we focus on that sometimes the users in fingerprinting system want to buy lower resolution version mapping to original valued high-resolution image because of some personal reasons. According to these needs of user-specific, the original image is distorted via geometric process which include warping and cropping suffered the limit of human visual model, then the geometric processed image is subsampled to a lower resolution image which meets the need of userspecific. We call these processes preprocessing in this article.
In this paper, we mainly focus on deterring average collusion attack and how to distribute desynchronized images. First, we produce an user-specific resolution image according to the request of user through image warping, image cropping and subsampling. Then, every preprocessed desynchronized image assigned for each particular user according to their social relationships. Finally, fingerprint is then embedded into the desynchronized copy, and the fingerprinted desynchronized images are distributed to user with social network analysis.
Image Preprocessing for Desynchronization
In social network, the method of preprocessing poses a tradeoff for a large number of subscribers. Preprocessing must not introduce apparently visual distortion while keeping desynchronization to resist average collusion attack. In this paper, we resort to social network analysis distributing a small number of desynchronizated images.
Assume that there is an original image G original with high resolution, the size of this image is M G × N G . In the original image, there is an image pixel point at the corresponding coordinate. The value between 0 and K-1 of this pixel point denotes When receive the request of user, this image G original is preprocessed to get a small size image with resolution M G ′ × N G ′ , and the preprocessed desynchronized image will be embedded with a fingerprint mark for subscriber i before the preprocessed image is delivered to subscriber i. Figure.2 shows the process of the image preprocess. 
Figure 2. The Framework of Generation of Subscriber-Specific Images
First, original image is warped according to human visual system. The set of warping functions is denoted by F w . The cardinality of F w is denoted by |F w | , which represents the number of functions in the set, however, because of distortion limit, |F w | could not be too large. In this paper, we fix |F w |, but the element of F w is adapted to multimedia content in order to get good desynchronization effect with Human Visual Model. An original image warped by |F w | warping functions, so we can get |F w | analogous desynchronized images. These images together with the original one with high resolution are regarded as |F w | +1 benchmark images. Figure. Assume that the most important information is in the central area of images. Then, we can crop the margin part of the warped high resolution image accordingly. So these benchmark images will be cropped and keep the most centre area in which the important information is. However, the cropped image border should be limit. For the original image with resolution M G × N G , there is a cropping function with three different parameters which are the size of cropped image, the location (x,y) of the upper left corner of reserved area in the original image. For every subscriber, a sole combination of three parameters is assigned to the cropping function. However, the location (x,y),which lie in some region in original image, is limit by the size of cropped image in order to meet the request of subscribers. where w(m,n) is a 3-by-3 window. 
Fingerprints Embedding and Detection
In this paper, the fingerprints will be embedded in the DWT domain. After the preprocessed images are produced, we employ 2-level DWT. An image is split into LL subband, LH subband, HL subband, and HH subband. The coefficients of LL subband are then transformed by DWT. After decomposition, the coefficients of all 2 nd -level subbands are used to embed fingerprint related subscriber. In this paper, we consider orthogonal fingerprint embedding. Because of the social relationships of subscribers, the fingerprints assigned to subscribers are composed of two parts: community id to which subscriber belongs and the inner fingerprint code for subscriber. The coefficients in the 2 nd -level HH subband are used to embed the community id, and the coefficients in other 2 nd -level subband are embedded with inner fingerprint code related to subscriber. Suppose N c and N u are two orthogonal vectors, which are regarded as community outer code segment and user inner code. We choose the |N c | coefficients in the 2 nd -level LH and HL subbands to combine a vector, X c =(x 1 , x 2 , … , x |Nc| ), to imbed community code, and the largest |N u | coefficients in the 2 nd -level LL subband, as a vector X u =(x 1 , x 2 , … , x |Nu| ) , to hide inner fingerprint codeward related subscriber. , we also know that the fingerprinting method has a perfect vision effect under allowance of human sight. In order to trace traitor, the owner should extract the fingerprint information in the suspected copy, the detector should decompose the fingerprinted image using the wavelet technique so that the coefficients of all 2-level subbands are produced. Two |Nc| and |Nu| coefficient series, which compose a long vector z, where the length of z is |Nc|+|Nu|, are extracted from the 2nd-level subbands, the minimum distance is used to identify traitor.
Experimental Results
We apply preprocessing to desynchronize image, then the desynchronized images are assigned to users according to social network analysis, finally, fingerprint information is embedded into the DWT domain. Detection is performed using equation (10) to trace the traitor. In these experiments, we mainly focus on the visual effect of average collusion attack. Figure.5 shows the original images and the preprocessed images. The average PSNR of the average PSNR of colluded copy is demonstrated in Figure. 6, from which it can be seen that the change of the average PSNR of colluded copy with the increase of the number of colluders. Compared to the original images in Figure.5 , the visual quality of desynchronized images is not apparently degradation in comparison with the original images, it also can be found that the fingerprint information embedded into the desynchronized copy do not reduce the visual quality according to the human visual model. However, the average collusion attack can reduce the visual quality of the colluded images, from which there exists blurry effect in Figure. 6. Average collusion attacks using two, three, and four fingerprinted images are used to generate colluded images. From Figure. 6, the image is very blurred and the detail information can not be observed in these images, and the perceptual quality is more and more degraded with the increase of number of colluded copies. Figure. 7 displays PSNR of the attacked signals. For image without preprocessing, namely, the classical fingerprinting scheme, the PSNR of the colluded copy does not large change with the increasing number of desynchronized fingerprinted copy. Without preprocessing, this means a non-quality decrease (almost 50 dB in PSNR). In the presence of preprocessing, the PSNR metric is decreased rapidly with the increase of number of fingerprinted desynchronized copy because of the desynchronization of the colluded copies. However, compare to assignment scheme based on social network analysis, the PSNR is higher than that of latter once the number of colluders is small. So the proposed multimedia fingerprinting scheme based on social network analysis could reduce visual quality of the average colluded copy even small number of colluder. According to Figure.6 and Figure. 7, the proposed scheme is more effective to generate blurred image by averaging desynchronized image with assignment based on social network analysis. 
Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we have addressed a desynchronization multimedia fingerprinting scheme. This paper has two main contributions: (1) a new image desynchronization can produce user-specific images, such as the lower resolution version of original high resolution image; (2) a scheme assigns desynchronized images to users using social
